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What's old is new again: restoring and reassessing George Washington's "new room" at Mount Vernon--formerly known as the Large Dining
Room.
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Furnishing the New Room: Pastels of the Virgin Mary and Saint John
Most of the artwork at Mount Vernon falls into four categories:
Portraits, including those of George Washington, his family and friends, and important historical figures;
Scenes from classical mythology;
American and European landscapes;
Depictions of important historical events, especially battles.
You might notice something missing from this list. Unlike some of his contemporaries in the Virginia elite, George Washington displayed
very little sacred art in his home. In fact, there are just two pieces in the entire house that could be classified as religious. Both are in the
New Room, where the 1799 inventory records “1 likeness ‘St. John’” and “1 [likeness] Virgin Mary” at a value of $15 each.

Pastel of the Virgin Mary. Mount Vernon Ladies’ Association.
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Pastel of Saint John. Private collection.
These entries refer to pastels of the Madonna and John the Evangelist. The origin of these pieces is somewhat mysterious. We don’t know
the identity or nationality of the artists who created them, although they almost certainly came from Europe. Both pastels retain their
original carved and gilded rococo frames, which are characteristic of late 18th-century England. The Virgin Mary is clearly based on the
same source as a painting after the Italian artist Carlo Maratta (1625–1713) which hangs at Saltram House in Plymouth, England.
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Madonna Reading, after Carlo Maratta (1625-1713), National Trust, Saltram.
In an interesting twist, one of the drawing rooms at Saltram—a grand estate that is a masterpiece of the architect and designer Robert Adam
—features a marble mantelpiece that is nearly identical to the one that Samuel Vaughan sent to George Washington for the New Room in
1785. While perhaps just a coincidence (we are still investigating), these interesting links speak to the influence of the English country
house on Washington’s aesthetic vision for the New Room.

The Saloon, or Great Drawing Room, at Saltram House. From Flickr user xlibber.
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The marble mantelpiece that Samuel Vaughan sent to George Washington in 1785.
We know even less about the pastel of Saint John. Though it is similar to the Virgin Mary, experts have identified Saint John as being
created by a different hand. Unlike the Virgin Mary, we have not yet found any source material for the image. We do know that the figure is
likely John the Evangelist, rather than John the Baptist or another Saint John. John the Evangelist is credited with writing the Gospel of
John, as well as the Book of Revelations, and is often depicted holding a book.
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Pastel of Saint John in its original frame. Private collection.
The details of Washington’s acquisition of these pieces are also shadowy. Unlike most of the other paintings and prints in his possession,
there is no mention of the pastels in Washington’s accounts or correspondence. Washington never traveled to Europe, where he might have
purchased copies of Old Master pieces like these.
It is possible that Martha Washington brought the pastels to Mount Vernon at the time of her marriage to George in 1759. Martha’s first
father-in-law, John Custis IV, was a serious collector of art, and his Williamsburg home contained nearly 150 pictures. We know that some
of the other paintings at Mount Vernon came from the Custis estate.
Another possibility is that one of George Washington’s elder half-brothers, who studied abroad in Europe, brought the pastels home with
them.
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Henry Benbridge, Bushrod Washington, 1793. Washington’s nephew who inherited Mount Vernon and purchased the two pastels in 1802.
MVLA. 
After Washington’s death, these pieces stayed in the New Room, where they are listed on the 1802 inventory taken when Martha died. At
the private sale of Martha’s property later that year, Bushrod Washington—Supreme Court Justice, nephew of George Washington, and
Mount Vernon’s new owner—purchased “2 Scripture paintings” for $40. The pastels then descended in his family before being sold in an
1891 sale of “Washington relics” in Philadelphia. The buyer at this sale is unidentified, but both pastels quickly made their way back into
the hands of Washington family members where they remained for over a century.

Sale catalog entry for two pastels, from The Final Sale of the Relics of General Washington (Philadelphia: Thos. Birch’s Sons, Auctioneers,
1891).
Remarkably, both of these pastels have resurfaced within the last decade. In 2003, Mount Vernon was able to purchase the Virgin Mary
from a Washington descendant. Earlier this year, the Saint John pastel arrived here on a generous loan from its current owner. Although
separated for more than 100 years, both pieces remarkably still have their original matching frames.
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Pastel of the Virgin Mary in its original frame. MVLA. 
The artwork and frames are now undergoing conservation treatment and will be hung on the walls of the New Room when it reopens next
year. Thanks to the homecoming of objects like these pastels, which represent a unique part of Washington’s art collection, the New Room
will soon house the largest number of original Washington artifacts since 1799.
Jessie MacLeod, Assistant Curator 
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